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D

orsal root ganglion (DRG) stimulation was approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration in early 2016 for the treatment of moderate to severe chronic
intractable pain of the lower limbs in adult patients with complex regional
pain syndrome (CRPS I and II). As more clinicians start to use this treatment modality,
it becomes clear that DRG stimulation is technically more challenging compared to
traditional spinal cord stimulation (SCS). The use of a guidewire and sheath for placing
the electrodes in close proximity to the DRGs often causes irritation of the DRG and/or
its corresponding nerve during and/or after the procedure. Adnan Al-Kaisy et al. report
an alternative technique for DRG stimulation in this issue of Pain Physician (1). Also
reported in the paper are the results from 39 retrospectively reviewed cases that appear
to be promising in safety and efficacy. A key feature of this new technique is the use of
a Racz-Coude needle for epidural access at a “transgrade” angle without requiring any
specialized hardware or accessories. The authors argue that the new technique may
reduce the risk of neurological complications as it does not require a guidewire and
sheath. Furthermore, the path of the needle is more parallel to the foramina allowing
the lead to anatomically follow the nerve. Supporting this argument, they did not
report encountering any difficulty inserting the leads into the foramina despite using a
larger lead and they did not report any incidences of dural puncture in this case series.
There have been several published approaches and techniques for DRG implantation. The intraspinal approach directs the stimulator lead from the epidural space to
the nerve root. The transforaminal technique is similar to executing a transforaminal
epidural steroid injection where the stimulator leads are placed from an outside-toinside approach as it relates to the neural foramina (2). A retrograde approach has
been utilized specifically for nerve root and sacral nerve stimulation (3-5). In contrast,
the transgrade approach places a lead in the neural foramina from the opposite side
of the interlaminar space. The epidural needle’s curve was directed in a posterior
direction which aided the placement of the electrode into the neural foramina. An
extended plastic introducer was employed which allowed the proceduralist to change
needle bevel direction while avoiding dural puncture.
The transgrade technique for permanent implantation of DRG leads offers a novel
technique for pain medicine specialists. Authors from this study cautioned that there
is a learning curve involved with this particular technique and providers should obtain
sufficient clinical training prior to incorporating this technique into clinical practice.
The authors also pointed out a few limitations including the retrospective nature and
the small sample size of the study. With all of that being said, Dr. Al-Kaisy and his
research team have provided an innovative and valuable DRG approach to the pain
medicine community and should be commended for their initial success.
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